# AACUPI Newsletters for Members Only

## Index of Topics (2023-1994)

### 2022-2023

**N° 217 – August/September 2022**
- Ministry of The University: Update of the AACUPI Program Data
- Barile Law: Annual Sending of Student and Course Lists
- Declaration of Presence and Declaration of Guarantee: Recap of the Procedure

**N° 218 – September 2022**
- Barile Law: Compliance Controls
- Barile Law: the Two Options for Compliance

**N° 219 – November 2022**
- Criminal Procedures in the Cases of Sexual Assault and Similar Crimes
- Title IX and GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation)
- Study Stays in Different Schengen Countries for more than 90 Days: Where Should the Visa Be Requested?

**N° 220 – January 2023**
- New Legal Interest Rate
- Template of Informed Consent for the Purposes of the GDPR for AACUPI Program Students
- New Rules on the Use of Cash Money in Italy

### 2021-2022

**N° 212 – September 2021**
- Ministry of the University: Update of the AACUPI Program Data
- Barile Law: Annual Sending of Student and Course List
- Declaration of Presence and Declaration of Guarantee: Reference to Newsletter 211
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AND UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS IN ITALY

N° 213 – OCTOBER 2021
- Barile Law: Compliance Controls
- Barile Law: the Two Options for Compliance
- 2020 Tax Credit on Rents: Filing Obligations

N° 214 – JANUARY 2022
- New Legal Interest Rate
- New Rules on the Use of Money in Cash in Italy
- Art 38-Bis: Drafts of the Declaration of Presence and the Declaration of Guarantee and the Related Proxy
- Art. 38-Bis: Latest Operative Instructions Received

N° 215 – MARCH 2022
- Fiscal Residency in Italy for Individuals: Referral
- Students Travelling in the Schengen Area after the First 90 Days in Italy and after the Expiration of the Study Visa

N° 216 – MAY/JUNE 2022
- Payment of SIAE Contribution
- Obligations Related to the Covid-19 Relief Received by the AACUPI Programs
- Obligations Related to the Registry of Legal Entities

2020-2021

N° 207 – OCTOBER 2020
- Entry of Students from the USA: Related Documentation
- Templates of Admission Letters of Students to the AACUPI Program and from the Home Campus
- Template of the Barile Law Self-Certification

N° 208 – JANUARY 2021
- New Legal Interest Rate
- Art. 38-Bis Consolidated Act on Immigration – “Borio Law”
- Art. 38-Bis: Templates of the Declaration of Presence and the Declaration of Guarantee
- Art. 38-Bis: First “Unofficial” Instructions

N° 209 – MARCH 2021
- Payment of SIAE Contribution
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- Fiscal Residency in Italy for Individuals: Referral
- Art. 38-Bis: Recap of the Student Situation on Visas, Declaration of Presence and Stay Permit

N° 210 – MAY 2021
- Entry of Students and Faculty from the USA: Related Documentation
- Templates of Admission Letters of Students to the AACUPI Program and from the Home Campus
- Templates of Invitation Letters for Faculty
- Template of the Barile Law Self-Certification

N° 211 – JUNE 2021
Special Edition: Art. 38-Bis – New Declaration of Presence and Guarantee
- Art. 38-Bis Consolidated Act on Immigration
- Filing of the Declaration of Presence and the Declaration of Guarantee for Direct Non-Schengen Arrivals
- Filing of the Declaration of Presence and the Declaration of Guarantee for Schengen Arrivals

2019-2020

N° 202 – NOVEMBER 2019
- IRAP and IRES: 2nd Advanced Payment for 2019
- Clery Act and its Reportable Crimes

N° 203 – JANUARY 2020
- New Legal Interest Rate
- New Rules on the Use of Cash Money in Italy
- Study Visas: Indications from the Italian Embassy in Washington D.C. on the Necessary Financial Resources for Students
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio “Incontra” in Kansas City, March 2020

N° 204 – MARCH 2020
- Payment of SIAE Contribution
- Fiscal Residency in Italy for Individuals
- Study Visas: Indications from the Italian Embassy in Washington D.C. on the Necessary Financial Resources for Students

N° 204Bis – MARCH 2020
- Distance Courses: Working Relationship with Faculty
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N° 205 – APRIL/MAY 2020
- Programs with a Duration up to 90 Days
- The Declaration of Presence
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio “Answers at a Distance”: Days Devoted to AACUPI Programs

N° 205Bis – MAY 2020
- Covid19 Safety Protocol for Workplaces
- Draft of Self Certification of the Employee Health Situation
- Draft of Information Form for the Collection of Body Temperature
- Draft of the Appointment of an Employee to Collect Body Temperature

N° 206 – SEPTEMBER 2020
- Ministry of the University: Update of AACUPI Program Data
- Barile Law: Annual Sending of Student and Course Lists
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio Incontra: Dates for Fall 2020

2018-2019

N° 196 – DECEMBER 2018/JANUARY 2019
- Answers to Tax Questions on Electronic Invoicing and AACUPI Programs
- New EU Privacy Regulation: First Concrete Cases in Europe

N° 197 – FEBRUARY 2019
- New Legal Interest Rate
- Time-Limited Employment Contracts: Important Changes to the Legal Regulations
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio “Incontra” in Denver, March 2019

N° 198 – MARCH 2019
- Payment of SIAE Contribution
- Fiscal Residency in Italy for Individuals
- Ministry of Education, University and Research: Competent Office for the Barile Law

N° 199 – April 2019
- Tax Returns for Tax Year 2018
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- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form “RW” for Individuals Fiscally Resident in Italy with Holdings Abroad
- Tax Form “RW” for Tax on Properties and Financial Activities Abroad

N° 200 – MAY/JUNE 2019
- Criminal Procedures in Cases of Sexual Assault and Similar Crimes
- Title IX and GDPR
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio Meets in Denver

N° 201 – SEPTEMBER 2019
- Ministry of the University: Update of AACUPI Program Data
- Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Student and Course Lists
- Studio Borio Incontra: Dates for Fall 2019
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio Meets in Washington D.C.

2017-2018

N° 185 – AUGUST/SEPTEMBER
- New Cost of the Stay Permit
- Ministry of the University: Update of AACUPI Program Data
- Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Student and Course Lists

N° 186 - OCTOBER
- Liberalization of digital reproduction in Italian archives and libraries
- New laws of interest for AACUPI programs: anti-money laundering
- New laws of interest for AACUPI programs: European norms on privacy
- New laws of interest for AACUPI programs: norms on the nonprofit sector

N° 187 - NOVEMBER
- IRAP e IRES: 2nd advanced payment for 2017
- New EU norms on privacy: the most important definitions
- Studio Borio “incontra”: dates for Fall 2017

N° 188 - DECEMBER 2017/JANUARY 2018
- Answers to tax questions: fiscal box – lease flat tax
- New EU privacy regulation: scope of application
- New EU privacy regulation: general principles relating to data processing
- New EU privacy regulation: record of activities – impact assessment – data protection officer

N° 189 - FEBRUARY
- New legal interest rate
- INPS contribution for VAT professionals and collaboration contracts
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio “incontra:” next dates for Rome and Florence, March 2018
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- Avv. Gian Franco Borio “incontra” in Boston, March 2018
- New EU privacy regulation: answers to questions of common interest

N° 190 - MARCH
- Payment of SIAE contribution
- Fiscal residency in Italy for individuals

N° 191 - APRIL
- Tax returns for tax year 2017
- IRAP: data needed for the IRAP calculation
- Tax form “RW” for individuals fiscally resident in Italy with holdings abroad
- Tax form “RW” for tax on properties and financial activities abroad

N° 192 - MAY/JUNE
- GDPR: entry into force – distinction amongst the various GDPR players
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio “meets” in Minneapolis

N° 193 - SEPTEMBER
- Time-limited employment contracts: new rules of immediate interest for AACUPI programs
- Implementation of the European directive on non-EU students and researchers
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio “meets” in Prague

N° 194 - OCTOBER
- Ministry of the university: update of the AACUPI program data
- Barile law: yearly sending of student and course lists
- GDPR: Italian implementation rules
- Studio Borio “incontra”: dates for fall 2018

N° 195 - NOVEMBER
- IRAP e IRES: 2nd advance payment for 2018
- Students travelling without stay permit
- GDPR: record of processing activities

2016-2017

N° 177 – AUGUST/SEPTEMBER
- Reduction of the Cost of the Stay Permit
- The So-Called Reverse Charge for AACUPI Programs
- New AGIDAE National Contract

N° 178 - OCTOBER
- Ministry of the University: Update of AACUPI Program Data
- Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Student and Courses Lists
- New Rules on Workers Posting to Italy

N° 179 - NOVEMBER
- IRAP E IRES: 2nd Advanced Payment for 2016
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- Students Consent to the Handling of Personal Data
- Studio Borio Incontra: Dates for Fall 2016

N° 180 – DECEMBER 2016/JANUARY 2017
- Worker Posting to Italy: Update
- Worker Posting to Italy: Model Text for Appointing Representative
- Us Legislation of Possible Interest to AACUPI Programs

N° 181 – FEBRUARY
- How to Secure the Italian Tax Code for Foreign Individuals
- New Legal Interest Rate
- INPS Contribution for Vat Professionals and Collaboration Contracts
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio “Incontra” in Seattle, March 2017

N° 182 – MARCH
- Payment of SIAE Contribution
- Fiscal Residency in Italy for Individuals

N° 183 – APRIL
- Tax Returns for Tax Year 2016
- IRAP: Dated Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form “RW” for Individuals Fiscally Resident in Italy with Holdings Abroad
- Tax Form “RW” for Tax on Properties and Holdings Abroad
- Studio Borio “Incontra”: Dates for May 2017 in Rome, Bologna And Florence

N° 184 – MAY/JUNE
- Clery Act and Its Reportable Crimes
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio Meets in Chicago

N° 184-bis – JULY
- Reform of Ancillary Work after the Abolition of Vouchers

2015-2016

N° 169 - SEPTEMBER
- Time-Limited Employment Contracts: Some Aspects of Immediate Interest for AACUPI Programs
- Italy-Canada Agreement on Social Security
- The Italian Ratification of the “FATCA” Agreement with the United States of America
- New ANINSEI National Contract
- Avv. Gf Borio “Meets” in Berlin

N° 170 - OCTOBER
- Ministry of the University: Update of AACUPI Program Data
- Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Student and Courses Lists
- MIBAC Rules for Free Entrance to Italian State Museums
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- ANINSEI National Collective Employment Contract: Renewal And First News

**N° 171 - NOVEMBER**
- IRAP and IRES: 2nd Advance Payment for 2015
- Criminal Procedures in the Case of Sexual Assault and Similar Crimes
- Studio Borio Incontra: Dates for Fall 2015

**N° 172 – DECEMBER/DICEMBRE**
- Bozza di Contratto d’Opera per Attività di Docenza con Professionista con Partita Iva
- Draft of Independent Contract for Teaching Services with a Vat Professional

**N° 172-BIS - JANUARY**
- New Legal Interest Rate
- Jobs Act: Recap of Individual Contract Termination Rules
- Cost of Entry Visas for Study Purposes – New Limit to the Use of Cash Money
- New Address for the Ministry of the University

**N° 173 – FEBRUARY**
- The Procedure for Entry and Stay in Italy of Non-EU Directors and Faculty Members of AACUPI Programs
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio “Incontra” in Atlanta, April 2016

**N° 174 – MARCH**
- Payment of SIAE Contribution
- Fiscal Residency in Italy for Individuals

**N° 175 – APRIL**
- Tax Returns for Tax Year 2015
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form “RW” for Individuals Fiscally Resident in Italy with Holdings Abroad
- Tax Form “RW” for Tax on Properties and Holding Abroad

**N° 176 – MAY/JUNE**
- Internships: Model Draft Agreement
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio Meets in San Francisco

**2014-2015**

**N° 161 - SEPTEMBER**
- Time-Limited Employment Contracts: The Priority Right
- TASI and IMU 2014: Important Update
- So-Called “Voluntary Disclosure”
- Criminal Procedures In the Case of Sexual Assault and Similar Crimes
- Heating and Air Conditioning Plants: Deadline Postponement
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N° 162 - OCTOBER
- Ministry of the University: Update of AACUPI Program Data
- Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Student and Course Lists
- Studio Borio “Incontra”: Dates for Fall 2014

N° 163 - NOVEMBER
- Postponement of the IMU Tax Return for Non Commercial Entities
- IRAP and IRES: 2nd Advanced Payment for 2014
- Accessory Work and Occasional Work: Characteristics and Differences
- The New Tax Sole Certification

N° 164 - DECEMBER
- U.S. Legislative Documents Related to Study Abroad Programs

N° 164-bis - JANUARY
- New Legal Interest Rate
- INPS Contribution for VAT Professionals and Project Contracts
- Jobs Act: Initial Information on the New Rules
- Voluntary Disclosure: First Remarks

N° 165 - FEBRUARY
- Severance Pay Advance in the Payroll
- Fiscal Residency in Italy for Individuals
- Studio Borio “Incontra”: Next Dates for Rome and Florence

N° 166 - MARCH
- INPS Contribution for VAT Professionals and Project Contracts
- Jobs Act: Update
- Voluntary Disclosure: Update

N° 167 - APRIL
- Tax Returns for Tax Year 2014
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form “RW” for Individuals Fiscally Resident in Italy with Holdings Abroad
- Tax Form “RW” for Tax on Properties and Holdings Abroad
- Payment of SIAE Contribution

N° 168 - JUNE
- Jobs Act: Status of the New Rules
- Jobs Act: The Decree on Contractual Typologies
- Jobs Act: Dedicated AACUPI Meetings

2013-2014

N° 153 – SEPTEMBER
- Project Contracts for Faculty: No News for 2013
- Dependent Time-Limited Contracts: Some Aspects of Immediate Interest for AACUPI Programs
- Increase of Stamp Duties
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N° 154 – OCTOBER
- Ministry of the University: Update of AACUPI Program Data
- Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Student and Course Lists
- Studio Borio “Incontra”: Dates for Fall 2013

N° 155 – NOVEMBER
- Increase of Ordinary VAT to 22%
- Certification of Energy Performance for Properties
- IRAP and IRES: 2nd Advance Payment for 2013

N° 156 – DECEMBER-JANUARY
- Internships for AACUPI Program Students
- AACUPI Program Students and the Italian Tax Code
- New Legal Interest Rate
- 2014 Tax News: Payment of Rent and Prohibition of the Use of Cash Money

N° 157 – FEBRUARY
- INPS Contribution on Project Contracts
- Certification of Energy Performance for Properties
- Fiscal Residency in Italy for Individuals
- The New Taxation on Properties in Italy: The Single City Tax
- Studio Borio “Incontra”: Next Dates for Rome and Florence
- Studio Gian Franco Borio “Incontra” in Boston

N° 158 – MARCH
- Tax Form “RW” for Individuals Fiscally Resident in Italy with Holdings Abroad
- Tax Form “RW” for Tax on Properties and Holdings Abroad
- Tax Form “RW” and the Official Instructions

N° 159 – APRIL
- Tax Returns for Tax Year 2013
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Payment of the SIAE Contribution
- Payment of Rent Using Cash Money Allowed Below One Thousand Euros

N° 160 – MAY-JUNE
- Tax Form “RW”: Last Changes
- Safety in the Workplace: Organizational Models for Small and Medium Employers
- Heating and Air Conditioning Plants: New Obligations on Documents and Controls
- Time-Limited Employment Contracts: News As of May 2014
- Telematic Form F24 Becomes Mandatory

2012-2013

N° 145 - SEPTEMBER
- Ministry of the University: Update of AACUPI Program Data
- Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Student and Course Lists
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- Fornero Reform: Referral to the Minutes of the AACUPI Meeting of July 20, 2012
- Fornero Reform: Why Have Project Contracts for Teaching Services Become Risky for AACUPI Programs?
- Fornero Reform: Calculation of the Costs for AACUPI Programs of Professionals with a VAT Position

N° 146- OCTOBER
- Time-Limited Employment Contracts: Schedule for Hour and Cost Calculations for Faculty
- Time-Limited Employment Contracts: Reduction of the Minimum Interval between Two Contracts under ANINSEI and AGIDAE National Agreements
- Notice of Property Transfer: Update
- Safety in Workplaces: Update
- Municipal Property Tax: Declaration Obligation for Exempt and/or Historical Properties
- Immigration: the “Blue Card” in Italy and EU
- Studio Borio Incontra: Dates for Fall 2012

N° 147 - NOVEMBER
- Draft of Independent Professional Contract for Teaching Activities of Instructors with a VAT Position
- IRAP and IRES: 2nd Advanced Payment for 2012

N° 148 - JANUARY
- Increase of Ordinary VAT to 22%
- IMU Tax: New Deadline for the Related Return
- IMU Tax: New Regulations for Non Profit Entities Performing Didactic Activities
- Contract Work Agreements: Possible Compensation, Social Security Contributions and Fiscal Responsibilities for AACUPI Programs
- Safety on the Workplace: Update

N° 149 - FEBRUARY
- Increase of Labor Costs in Italy
- Safety on the Workplace: Update
- Taxes on the Value of Properties and Financial Holdings Abroad: Update
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio “Incontra”: Next Dates for Rome and Florence
- Avv. Gian franco borio “Incontra” in Chicago
- Draft of Independent Professional Contract for Faculty with a VAT Position Signed by the Home Institution

N° 150 - MARCH
- Tax Form “RW” for Individuals Fiscally Resident in Italy with Holdings Abroad: General Considerations
- Tax Form “RM” for Taxes on Properties and Holdings Abroad
- Fiscal Residency in Italy for Individuals
- Tax Forms “RW” and “RM” and Their Official Instructions
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N° 151 - APRIL
- Tax Returns for Tax Year 2012
- Irap: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form Unico 2013, RW, for Tax Year 2012
- Reform of Condominium Regulations: Main New Rules

N° 152 - MAY-JUNE
- Payment of SIAE Contribution
- Faculty with VAT Positions: An Integration of the Professional Contract Draft
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio Meets in Philadelphia
- Safety in the Workplace: Update

2011-2012

N° 137- SEPTEMBER
- Ministry of the University: Update of AACUPI Program Data
- Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Student and Course Lists
- Italian Faculty Civil Servants, Full-Time or Part-Time: New Rules on Collaboration with AACUPI Programs

N° 138 – OCTOBER
- Increase of Ordinary VAT To 21%
- New Rules for the “Cessione di Fabbricato” Notice
- Stay Permits Whose Duration Exceeds One Year: The Integration Agreement
- New Rules on the Means of Payment Circulation in Italy
- Studio Borio “Incontra”: Dates for Fall, 2011

N° 139 – NOVEMBER
- Correspondence of Italian Academic Positions to Foreign Academic Positions
- Ethylometer in Public Establishments: Complaint Letter in the Case of Violation by the Public Establishment
- IRAP and IRES: 2nd Advanced Payment for 2011

N° 140 – DECEMBER-JANUARY
- Increase of INPS Contribution for Project Work and Occasional Collaborations
- New Limits on the Use of Cash Money
- VAT Increase from September 2012 Only
- Integration Agreement for Foreigners: Entry into Force
- Complaint Letter for Tax Violations in Issuing Receipts, Bills, Invoices, Etc.

N° 140 – ERRATA CORRIGE
- New Limit on the Use of Cash Money

N° 140-bis – JANUARY
- New Limits on the Use of Cash Money: No Sanction Until January 2012
- New Legal Interest Rate
- Bank Accounts: Increase of Bank Costs – Protection in the Event of Bankruptcy of the Italian Bank
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- Issue or Renewal of Stay Permit: Protection in the Event of Delay by the Italian Authorities
- IMU Taxation on Properties in Italy: Referral
- Taxation on Properties and Financial Holdings Abroad: Referral

N° 140-TER – JANUARY
- Introduction of the New Financial Contribution for the Issue or Renewal of Stay Permits, Effective January 30, 2012

N° 141 – FEBRUARY
- Privacy: Abolition of the Safety Program Document
- Coming into Effect of the Convention Between Italy and Canada Against Double Taxation
- Avv. Borio “Incontra” in New York and Denver
- Studio Borio “Incontrà”: Next Dates for Rome and Florence

N° 142– MARCH
- Tax Form “RW” for Individuals Fiscally Resident in Italy with Holdings Abroad: General Considerations
- Fiscal Residency in Italy for Individuals
- Tax Form “RW” and Its Official Instructions

N° 143 – APRIL
- Tax Returns for Tax Year 2011
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form Unico 2012, RW, for Tax Year 2011
- Tax on the Value of Properties Abroad
- Tax on the Value of Financial Holdings Abroad

N° 144 – MAY-JUNE
- Payment of SIAE Contribution
- Labor Reform and the Fornero Bill: Work in Progress in Parliament
- Avv. Gian Franco Meets in Chicago

N° 144-bis – MAY-JUNE
- Labor Reform and the Fornero Bill: Work in Progress in Parliament
- Labor Reform and the Fornero Bill: Project Contracts and Contracts with VAT Subjects Stipulated Before Its Entry into Force

2010-2011

N° 129 - SEPTEMBER
- EU Regulation 265/2010 and Student Circulation in the Schengen area
- Safety in the Work Place: Extension for the Stress Risk Assessment.
- New Rules on the Means of Payment Circulation in Italy.
- The New “SISTRI” System for Special Waste.

N° 130 – OCTOBER
- Entry and Stay in Italy for Study Purposes for Periods not Exceeding 90 Days
- Entry and Stay in Italy for Study Purposes for Periods Exceeding 90 Days
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- Work Visas for North American Faculty: referral
- “Studio Borio Incontra”: Dates for Fall 2010

N° 131 – NOVEMBER
- The New Procedure for Entry and Stay in Italy of Non-EU Directors and Faculty of AACUPI Programs

N° 132 – DECEMBER-JANUARY
- Ministry of the University: Update of AACUPI Program Data
- Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Student and Course Lists
- Students and Their Travels in Europe
- Schengen Area: Switzerland
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio in Boston: April 2011

N° 133 – FEBRUARY
- Privacy: Deadline of March 2011
- Stays in Hotels: Simplified Procedure for Guest Registration
- I.C.I. Exemption for Properties Owned by Academic Entities
- New Legal Interest Rate
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio “Incontra” in Boston
- Studio Borio “Incontra”: Next Dates in Rome and Florence

N° 134 – MARCH
- Tax form “RW” for Individuals Fiscally Resident in Italy with Holdings Abroad: General Considerations
- Fiscal Residency in Italy for Individuals
- Tax Form “RW” and its Official Instructions

N° 135 – APRIL
- Tax Returns for Tax Year 2010
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form Unico 2011, RW, for Tax Year 2010
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio Meets in San Francisco

N° 136 – MAY-JUNE
- Payment of SIAE Contribution
- New Convention Between Italy and Canada Against Double Taxation
- Exchange Rate Euro/US Dollar and Euro/Canadian Dollar for Tax Form RW
- Work Stress Risk Assessment: Update
- New National Collective Labor Contract “ANINSEI” – Private Lay Schools

2009-2010

N° 121 – SEPTEMBER
- Law 94/2009: News on Immigration
- Student Visas and Stays for Tourism Purposes: the Answers from the Ministry for Foreign Affairs
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N° 122 - OCTOBER
- New Simplified Procedure for Work Visas for Faculty and Directors: Application to the Ministry for Internal Affairs
- Study Visas: New Answers Received from the Ministry for Foreign Affairs
- Paid Appointments of Civil Servants: the Rules to Follow
- Studio Borio “Incontra”: Dates for Fall 2009

N° 123 - NOVEMBER
- Ministry of the University: Update of AACUPI Program Data
- Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Student and Course Lists
- IRAP and IRES: 2nd Advance Payment for 2009

N° 124 - DECEMBER / JANUARY
- Increase of INPS Contributions on Project and Occasional Coordinated Contracts
- Fiscal Residency in Italy for Individuals
- Tax Disclosure Obligations: Form “RW” for all Individuals Fiscally Resident in Italy with Investments Abroad
- Studio Borio Incontra: Winter 2010

N° 125 - FEBRUARY
- Privacy: Deadline of March 2010
- The New Convention Between Italy and the U.S. Against Double Taxation: Now in Force
- Intra-EU VAT: New Rules from 2010 and Possible Impact for AACUPI Programs
- New Legal Interest Rate
- Avv. Gian Franco Borio in New York City

N° 126 - MARCH
- Tax Form “RW” for Individuals Fiscally Resident in Italy with Holdings Abroad: General Considerations
- Fiscal Residency in Italy for Individuals
- Tax Form “RW” and Its Official Instructions
- AACUPI Days for Tax Form “RW”: Dates and Venues

N° 127 - APRIL
- Tax Returns for Tax Year 2009
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form Unico 2010, RW, for Tax Year 2009

N° 128 - MAY-JUNE
- North American Faculty: Academic Invitation
- Long Duration Stays in Italy: Visas and Travel
- Safety in the Workplace: Evaluation of Stress Risk
- Infra-EU Purchases and VAT: Formal Obligations before Any Purchase of Goods
- Tax Form RW Deadline: A Specification
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2008-2009

N° 113 - SEPTEMBER
   ▪ “Safety” Decree: News for Immigration Matters
   ▪ Immigration: On Line Forms for the Requests of Authorization to Work
   ▪ Labor Safety: Prorogation for the Risk Evaluation
   ▪ Administrative Simplifications: Labor Records, Cash Payments, Transferability of Checks
   ▪ New National Collective Labor Contract “ANINSEI” – Private Lay Schools
   ▪ Studio Borio “Incontra”: New Initiative for the LFMO

N° 114 - OCTOBER
   ▪ Project Contracts for Faculty: Model Contract
   ▪ “Studio Borio Incontra”: Dates for Fall 2008

N° 115 - NOVEMBER
   ▪ Ministry of the University: Update of AACUPI Program Data
   ▪ Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Student and Course Lists
   ▪ IRAP and IRES: 2nd Advanced Payment for 2008

N° 116 - DECEMBER / JANUARY
   ▪ Increase of INPS Contributions of Project and Occasional Contracts
   ▪ Dependent Work, Independent Work, Project Contracts: Summary of Fundamental Differences Under Italian Law

N° 117 - FEBRUARY
   ▪ Privacy: Deadline of March 31, 2009
   ▪ Exchange of Money for American Citizens: Reduced Formalities
   ▪ Studio Borio “Incontra”: Dates for Spring 2009

N° 118 - MARCH
   ▪ Italian Copyright Regulations on Quotations and the Like
   ▪ Documentation Conservation: a Short Summary

N° 119 - APRIL
   ▪ Tax Returns for Tax Year 2008
   ▪ IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
   ▪ Tax Form Unico-2009, RW, for Tax Year 2008

N° 120 - MAY-JUNE
   ▪ New Convention Against Double Imposition of Taxes Between Italy and the U.S.: General Considerations, Tax Residence
   ▪ New Convention Against Double Imposition Of Taxes Between Italy and the U.S.: Taxation of Faculty.
   ▪ “Corsi Singoli” at Italian Universities: Answers from the Ministry for Foreign Affairs.

2007-2008
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N° 105 - SEPTEMBER
- Short Stays: Declaration of Presence
- Hiring Foreign Faculty
- Protection of Women Employees in Italy

N° 106 - OCTOBER
- Ministry of the University: Update of AACUPI Program Data
- Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Student and Course Lists
- Stay Permits: Check on the Status of the Application
- Income Tax Deductions for Non-Residents: New Rules on Family Deductions

N° 107 - NOVEMBER
- Answers from the Ministry of the Interior to AACUPI Questions about the
  Declaration of Presence, Study Visas, Stay Permits
- Program Responsibilities in the Event of Students or Faculty Without the
  Appropriate Visa or Stay Permit
- IRAP and IRES: 2nd Advanced Payment for 2007

N° 108 - DECEMBER - JANUARY
- Increase of INPS Contributions for Project and Occasional Contracts
- ANINSEI National Collective Employment Contract: Remuneration Increases
- Voluntary Resignation by the Employee
- Enlargement of the Schengen Area
- New Legal Interest Rate

N° 109 - FEBRUARY
- New Discipline for Time-Limited Dependent Employment Contracts
- New IRES and IRAP Tax Rates
- Rules for Payments to Professionals in Italy
- Privacy: Deadline of March 31, 2008

N° 110 - MARCH
- Renewal of the Stay Permit for Study Purposes
- Rules on the Use of Internet and Electronic Mail by Employees
- New Limitation on the Use of Cash in Italy

N° 111 - APRIL
- Tax Returns for Tax Year 2007
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form Unico-2008, RW, for Tax Year 2007
- “Non Transferable” Postal and Bank Checks

N° 112 - MAY-JUNE
- “New 626 Law” on Safety in the Workplace: Very Important!
- Stabilization of Project-Work Contracts

N° 112-BIS - JULY
- Latest Legal and Fiscal News

2006-2007
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N° 97 - SEPTEMBER
- New VAT Rules for Property Leases
- Stages and Internships: Update
- Work Visa Authorizations: Update
- ICI Exemption on Properties Owned by AACUPI Programs: Update

N° 98 - OCTOBER
- Stay Permit Renewal and Legal Rules in Italy for Foreigners
- Legal Rules for Air Passengers in Italy in the Event of Delays, Cancellations and Overbooking

N° 99 - NOVEMBER
- Ministry of the University: Update of AACUPI Programs Data
- Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Student and Course Lists
- IRAP and IRES: 2nd Advanced Payment for 2006
- 626 Law – Safety on the Workplace: Reminder

N° 99 BIS - DECEMBER
- Stay Permits

N° 100 - DECEMBER-JANUARY
- Increase of INPS Contributions on Project and Occasional Work
- Severance Pay Reform: First Information
- New Procedure for Stay Permits: Operational Details

N° 101 - FEBRUARY
- New Communication Obligations for Work and Collaboration Relationships
- Stabilization of Project-Work Contracts
- Field Trips: Some Consideration on Civil Liability
- Privacy: Deadline of March 31, 2007

N° 102 - MARCH
- Abolition of the Stay Permit for Short Stays
- Reforms on Immigration Matters: Stay Card and Family Rejoining
- Student Leaving Without Having Received the Stay Permit: Model Letter to the Italian Authorities
- “T.F.R.” Reform: Forms for the Employees’ Choice

N° 103 - APRIL
- Tax Returns for Tax Year 2006
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form Unico-2007, RW, for Tax Year 2006

N° 103 BIS - APRIL
- Stay Permits for Stays not Exceeding 3 Months

N° 104 - MAY-JUNE
- TFR Reform: Last Reminder to Employees
- Reform of Italian Legislation on Immigration
- Emails, Internet and Privacy for Employees
- Protection of Project Collaborators in the Event of Illness
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N° 104 bis - May-June

- Final Abolition of the Stay Permits for Short Stays

N° 104 tris - August

- Statement of Presence for Stays Not Exceeding 3 Months

2005-2006

N° 89 - September

- Ministry of the University: Answers to Questions
- Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Students and Courses Lists
- Immigration: Update
- Immigration: Question on Entry Into Italy Before the Visa Date of Validity
- First Italian Judgment on Project Work Contracts

N° 90 - October

- Privacy: Deadline of December 31, 2005
- Sanctions for Purchasing Counterfeit Goods
- Rules on Auditing of Italian Financial Accounts and Suggestions to the AACUPI Programs
- Studio Borio Happy Hours

N° 91 - November

- IRAP and IRPEG: 2nd Advanced Payment for 2005
- Anti-terrorism Rules and Internet
- Studio Borio Happy Hours

N° 92 - December-January

- Student Housing in Rented Apartments: Fiscal and Antiterrorism Obligations
- Student Housing with Families: Administrative, Fiscal and Antiterrorism Obligations
- Studio Borio Happy Hours

N° 93 - February

- INPS Contribution for Collaborators and Project Workers
- Privacy Deadline of March 31, 2006
- ICI Exemption for Properties Owned by AACUPI Programs
- Immigration: Answer Received from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to an AACUPI Question
- Studio Borio Happy Hours

N° 94 - March

- Conservation of Legal and Fiscal Documents
- List of the Main Legal Authorities Which Can Defend the Citizen
- Studio Borio Happy Hours

N° 95 - April

- Tax Returns for Tax Year 2005
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form Unico-2006, RW, for Tax Year 2005
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N° 96 - MAY-JUNE
- ICI Exemption for Properties Owned by AACUPI Programs
- The New Law on Drugs
- Legal Rules on Internships

N° 96 BIS - JULY
- IVA Exemption on Property Rents

2004-2005

N° 81 - SEPTEMBER
- Permanent Collaboration, Occasional Collaboration, Project-Work Contracts: Updated Summary Worksheet
- Occasional Collaborators: INPS Instructions
- Permanent Collaborators: Contracts Extension to 2005
- Privacy Law: Extension to 31.12.2004
- Studio Borio “Happy Hour”: September-October 2004

N° 82 - OCTOBER
- Visas and Stay Permits: Update
- Entry Visas: Obligation of Reasons
- Biagi Reform: Updated Summary Worksheet
- Occasional Work: Statement by Autonomous Collaborator on Related Income
- Studio Borio’s “Happy Hours”

N° 83 - NOVEMBER
- IRAP and IRES: 2nd Advanced Payment for 2004
- Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Students and Courses Lists
- Biagi Law: New Model of a Project-Work Contract
- Privacy: Deadline of December 31, 2004, Extension
- Studio Borio’s “Happy Hours”

N° 84 - DECEMBER-JANUARY
- Monthly INPS Returns Online
- Fees to Non-Resident Professionals and Independent Collaborators: IRE (Ex-IRPEF) Withholding Tax
- Registration with the Register of Legal Entities
- Studio Borio’s “Happy Hours”

N° 85 - FEBRUARY
- INPS Contribution for Collaborators and Project Workers
- Barile Law: Yearly Sending of Students and Courses Lists
- IRAP Recovery: Application and Procedures
- Studio Borio’s “Happy Hours”

N° 86 - MARCH
- New Rules on Immigration
- Studio Borio’s “Happy Hours”
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N° 87 - APRIL
- Tax Returns for the Year 2005
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form Unico 2005, RW, for Tax Year 2004
- New Rules on Immigration: Update
- Tax News on Registration of Lease Contracts for Properties and the Like
- Studio Borio’s “Happy Hours”

N° 88 - MAY-JUNE
- Privacy: Postponement of the Deadline of June 30, 2005
- Municipal Property Tax (ICI): Answers to Questions
- Lease Contracts: Termination for Serious Reasons
- Public Funds for International Education Activities to Foreign Culture Institutes and Foreign Universities
- Tax Deductibility of Donations to Universities in Italy

2003-2004

N° 73 - SEPTEMBER
- The Reform of Permanent Collaboration Contracts and Occasional Services Contracts
- The New “Co.Co.Co.” or “Project Collaborators”
- Exemptions From the Collaborators’ Reform
- Conversion of “Co.Co.Co.” into Dependent Work
- The New Contract for Project Collaborations
- Termination of Contracts for Project Collaboration
- Social Protection of Project Collaborators
- Occasional Collaborations or Services
- Interim Rules for the “old Co.Co.Co.”
- Possible Future Contractual Alternatives

N° 74 - OCTOBER
- Italian Legal Rules on Drugs
- The Biagi Reform on the “Co.Co.Co.” Is Effective
- Draft of Project Work Contract

N° 75 - NOVEMBER
- IRAP and IRPEG: 2nd Advanced Payment for 2002
- Biagi Law: Yearly Sending of Students and Courses Lists
- Biagi Law: the New Occasional Collaborations
- The New INPS Contribution for “Co.Co.Co.”, Project Workers and Occasional Collaborators
- Obligation to Display the Work Time-Table
- The New Driving Code for Foreigners in Italy

N° 76 - DECEMBER-JANUARY
- Project Collaborators: Update and INPS Contribution
- Occasional Collaborators: Update and INPS Contributions
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- New Rules on Computer Privacy
- New Legal Interest Rate

N° 77 - FEBRUARY
- Biagi Law: Summary of the Different Contracts
- Project Work Contracts: Update
- Draft of Project Work Contract
- Occasional Collaboration Contracts: Update
- Draft of Occasional Collaboration Contract
- Draft of Independent and Occasional Service Contract

N° 78 - MARCH
- INPS Contribution on Project Work
- Main Italian Legal Rules on Alcohol (Distribution and Consumption)
- Working in Italy Under a Study Stay Permit
- Fees to Estate Agents

N° 79 - APRIL
- Tax Returns for the Year 2004
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form Unico 2004, RW, for Tax Year 2003

N° 80 - MAY-JUNE
- Reduced Vat Rates for Building Works and the Like
- Decision N. 5508/2004 by the Italian Court of Cassation on Private Teaching and Working Relationship
- Studio Borio “Happy Hour” in 2004/2005

N° 80 BIS - JUNE
- Privacy Law: Deadline of June 30, 2004
- Biagi Law: Possible Extension of Permanent Collaboration Contracts

2002-2003

N° 65 - SEPTEMBER
- Barile Law: Situation
- Immigration Laws: Rules on Faculty
- Immigration Laws: The General Reform
- New Traffic Laws

N° 66 - OCTOBER
- Barile Law: Yearly and Permanent Fulfilment
- Rules on Auditing of Italian Financial Accounts and Suggestion to the AACUPI Programs
- New Law on Immigration: Explanations and Answers

N° 66 BIS - OCTOBER
- Working Visas and Stay Permits for Faculty
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N° 67 - NOVEMBER
- IRAP and IRPEG: 2nd Advanced Payment for 2002
- Computer Privacy: Summary of the Main Rules
- Computer Privacy: Information and Consent Draft

N° 68 - DECEMBER-JANUARY
- Procedure for Work Visa and Stay Permit for American Employees Seconded to Italy
- Health and Care Protection for Permanent Collaborators: Maternity and Illness

N° 68 BIS - DECEMBER-JANUARY
- New Rate of the INPS Contribution Applicable to Permanent Collaborators Who Are Also Retired

N° 69 - FEBRUARY
- The Tax Pardons Approved by the Italian Parliament
- Different Kinds of Tax Pardons
- The So-Called “Integration” Tax Pardon
- The So-Called “Final” Tax Pardon
- Final Considerations

N° 70 - MARCH
- Entry Visas for Invitation and for Business
- The Future Reform of Employment Contracts and Permanent and Occasional Collaboration Contracts
- Latest News on Tax Pardons

N° 71 - APRIL
- Tax Returns for the Year 2003
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form Unico 2003, RW, for Tax Year 2002

N° 72 - MAY-JUNE
- Barile Law: Yearly and Permanent Fulfilments
- Registry of Legal Entities: Obligations and Formalities
- Mandatory Information to the Labor Office for Immigration Purposes
- Safety on Workplaces (Law 626): Training Courses

N° 72 BIS - JULY
- The Incoming Reform of Permanent Collaboration Contracts and Occasional Services Contracts

2001-2002

N° 57 - SEPTEMBER
- Barile Law: Situation
- Euro: January 1, 2002
- Tax Controls on Rent Contract
- New Rules on Legal Responsibilities of Legal Entities
- INPS 10-13% Contribution and Collaborators Over 65
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N° 58 - OCTOBER
- Introduction: Police Corps in Italy
- Inspections, Controls, etc.: Reasons for Inspections and Controls Over Places
- Personal Controls
- Cases of Personal Arrest and Provisional Arrest
- Questions and Witnesses
- Other Cases of Information Requests to the Programs
- Practical Suggestions

N° 59 - NOVEMBER
- IRAP and IRPEG: 2\textsuperscript{nd} Advanced Payment for 2001
- Immigration Rules: Answers to Queries on Family Rejoining
- Bank Accounts in “Foreign Lire” with Italian Banks
- Euro: More Explanations and Suggestions

N° 60 - DECEMBER-JANUARY
- New Rules for Dependent Labor Contracts with a Limited Duration
- Register of Legal Entities and “Self-Certification”
- 10-13\% INPS Contribution: Increase to 14\% as of January 1, 2002
- Visas and Stay Permits for Directors and Highly Qualified Personnel: Answer to a Question

N° 61 - FEBRUARY
- Tax Residency in Italy for Individuals
- Fees to Non-Resident Professionals and Independent Collaborators: IRPEF Withholding Tax
- New Legal Interest Rate
- Survey on the Value Added Tax (VAT)

N° 62 - MARCH
- Barile Law: Yearly Fulfilment
- GLA/D Form for Tax Year 2001
- Form RW in the 2001 Income Tax Return: Declaration of Worldwide Total Assets by Individuals Fiscally Resident In Italy

N° 63 - APRIL
- New Tax Payments Codes
- Tax Returns for the Year 2001
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form Unico 2002, RW, for Tax Year 2001

SUPPLEMENT TO N° 63 - APRIL 2002
- New Deadlines for Tax Returns and Payments for Tax Year 2001

N° 64 - MAY-JUNE
- Financial Aid to Foreign Universities
- New Rules on the Stay in Italy of European Union Citizens
- The Italian Regulations on Photocopying of Books and the Like
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2000-2001

N° 49 - SEPTEMBER
- Barile Law: Situation and Procedure
- Faculty Contract: New Model
- IRPEF Withholding Tax on Non-Residents
- INPS 10-13% Contributions: Yearly GLA/D Form
- Studio Borio in Rome

N° 50 - OCTOBER
- Entry Visas: Instructions from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
- Donations and Legacies to Entities: Legal Simplifications
- Collaborators: Tax and Social Contribution Information Required
- Barile Law: Situation

N° 51 - NOVEMBER
- Barile Law: Recap of the Procedure to Secure Authorization
- Barile Law: Yearly Obligation to Send Student and Course Lists
- IRPEG and IRAP: 2nd Advanced Payment for 2000
- Privacy: New Deadline for Security Measures
- Labor Safety: New Rules on Video Terminals
- The New Law on Copyright

N° 52 - DECEMBER-JANUARY
- Barile Law: Most Frequently Asked Questions
- Permanent Collaborators: New Tax Rules from January 1, 2001
- Faculty Contract: New Model
- New Payments Codes for the INPS 10-13% Contributions
- Studio Borio in Rome

N° 53 - FEBRUARY
- Barile Law: Some Remarks
- Barile Law: New Application for Authorization
- New Legal Interest Rate
- Deadline Postponements for INAIL and GLA/D Forms
- New Tax Rules for Permanent Collaborators

N° 54 - MARCH
- Barile Law: Some Updates
- New Rules on the Corporate Bodies Register
- Permanent Collaborators: Some Updates
- Survey on the LFMO Services

N° 55 - APRIL
- Barile Law: First Authorization Decrees
- Tax Returns for the Year 2000
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
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- Tax Form Unico 2001, RW, for Tax Year 2000

**N° 56 - MAY-JUNE**
- Deadlines for Tax Returns of 2000
- Students’ Stay in Rented Apartments: Legal Aspects
- Students’ Stay in Rented Apartments: Tax Aspects
- Students’ Stay in Rented Apartments: Administrative Obligations for the Program (Questura)

**1999-2000**

**N° 41 - SEPTEMBER**
- Barile Bill: Situation
- Year 2000: Computer Problems
- 1999 Tax Returns: Difficulties and Risks
- Contributions for Cultural Initiatives
- AACUPI Project for VAT Exemption

**N° 42 - OCTOBER**
- Students’ Stay: Obligations and Procedures
- Barile Bill: Situation
- Immigration: Situation
- New Convention Against Double Taxation Between the U.S. and Italy
- Financial Contributions for Restricted Properties

**N° 43 - NOVEMBER**
- Computer Privacy: New Rules
- Computer Privacy: Information and Consent Drafts
- IRAP and IRPEG: 2nd Advance Payment for 1999
- Employees and Their Use of Means of Transport

**N° 44 - DECEMBER-JANUARY**
- Visas and Stay Permits: New Rules
- Students’ Stay: Notice Obligations

**N° 45 - JANUARY-FEBRUARY**
- Barile Law: Instructions for Implementation
- Barile Law: Newly Established Programs
- Barile Law: Existing Programs

**N° 45 BIS - JANUARY-FEBRUARY**
- Barile Law: Instructions for Implementation
- Barile Law: Newly Established Programs
- Barile Law: Existing Programs
- Barile Law: AACUPI and Studio Borio Assistance

**N° 46 - MARCH**
- INPS Contribution: Deduction of Taxable Amount
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- Employment of Disabled People: New Rules
- New Rules on Part-time Jobs
- The Reform on Stages

**N° 46 BIS - MARCH**
- Computer Privacy: New Rules

**N° 47 - APRIL**
- INAIL Insurance for Collaborators
- Tax Returns for the Year 1999
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form Unico 2000, RW, for Tax Year 1999

**N° 48 - MAY-JUNE**
- 1999 Tax Returns: New Deadlines
- INAIL Insurance for Collaborators: Latest News
- Immigration: Latest News
- New Law on Beni Culturali
- New Law on Maternity Leaves
- No Smoking: Rules and Fines
- Studio Borio in Rome

**1998-1999**

**N° 33 - SEPTEMBER**
- Euro: General Introduction
- Euro: The Transitional Period
- Consolidated Act on Immigration
- Barile Bill: Update on Its Parliamentary Situation
- INPS 10-12% Contribution: The Quarterly Return

**N° 34 - OCTOBER**
- Tax Form 770/98: Deadline and Formalities
- INPS 10-12% Contribution: Reimbursements
- INPS 10-12% Contribution: The Quarterly Return
- VAT Exemption on Book Imports
- Labour Safety: Fire Risk

**N° 35 - NOVEMBER**
- Barile Bill: Parliamentary Update
- Full Time Faculty: Authorization
- Labour Safety: Italian Universities
- Privacy: Summary of Key Issues

**N° 36 DECEMBER-JANUARY**
- Barile Bill: Parliamentary Situation
- Full Time Faculty: Notification
- Obligations for Non-Profit Entities on Public Fund Raising
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- Personal Self-Defense: Use of Spray Bottles and the Like
- Labour Safety: Italian Schools
- INPS 10-12% Contribution: Next Quarterly Return
- Refund of VAT on Personal Goods Purchases Made in Italy

N° 36-BIS - JANUARY
- Tax Form F24: Unified Payment Form

N° 37 - FEBRUARY
- Barile Bill: Final Approval
- Euro: Final Exchange Rates
- The New Law on Rents
- Stay Permits: The Situation
- The New Legal Interest Rate

N° 38 - MARCH
- Barile Law: Situation
- Withholding Tax on Bank Interest
- “Autocertificazione”
- IRAP: First Calculations for 1998
- Deadlines Related to the Incoming Tax Returns

N° 39 - APRIL
- Barile Bill: Situation
- Rent Contracts for Temporary Periods
- New Treaty Between Italy and the U.S. to Avoid Double Taxation
- Next Tax Deadlines: Returns and Payments
- INPS 10-12% Contribution: Next Quarterly Return

N° 40 - MAY-JUNE
- Barile Bill: Situation
- Next Tax Deadlines: Returns and Payments
- IRAP: Data Needed for the IRAP Calculation
- Tax Form Unico 99, RW, for Tax Year 1998
- Labour Safety: Training Courses

1997-1998

N° 25 - SEPTEMBER
- New Rules for Law 675/1996
- Exemptions from the Notification Obligation
- New Deadlines for Notification
- Transfer Abroad of Personal Data
- The Consent of the Interested Party and Related Exemptions
- Data Security

N° 26 - OCTOBER
- Computer Privacy: Sensitive Data
- Application for the Authorization to Treat Sensitive Data
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- Tax Form 770/97: Deadline and Formalities

N° 26 BIS - OCTOBER
- The New VAT Rates
- Drafts of Bill/Invoices/Receipts
- Conclusions

N° 27 - NOVEMBER
- Compulsory Public Insurance
- Moving American Employees
- Computer Privacy: Update
- The Veltroni Law on Beni Culturali
- Withholding Tax on Copyrights

N° 27-BIS - DECEMBER
- INAIL Insurance
- Computer Privacy: Sensitive Data
- Visas and Stay Permits: New Procedures

N° 28 - JANUARY
- IRAP: Obligations and Taxation for Non-Commercial Entities
- Contracts with Faculty: INPS Circular N. 210/97
- Privacy Protection: Latest News
- Non-Commercial Entities and ONLUS: Latest News
- Dependent Services: New Rules from January 1, 1998

N° 29 - FEBRUARY
- Privacy: Exemptions from the Notification Obligation
- Privacy: Deadlines for Notification
- Privacy: Transfer Abroad of Personal Data
- Privacy: Instructions for the Notification
- 1998 Tax News: Rent Contract Registration
- 1998 Tax News: 12% INPS Contribution
- 1998 Tax News: IRAP
- “Lavoro Interinale” (Temporary Jobs)

N° 30 - MARCH
- INPS 12% Contribution: INPS Confirmations
- INPS 12% Contribution: New Obligations for AACUPI Programs
- IRAP 1998: First Draft for a Calculation
- Obligation of Notice for Foreigners to the Authorities of Public Security

N° 31 - APRIL
- Insurance Coverage for AACUPI
- The New Law on Immigration
- The New Deadlines for the 1998 Tax Returns
- INPS Contribution: The New Quarterly Situation
- IRAP: Latest News
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N° 32 - MAY-JUNE
  ▪ Barile Law: Legislative Situation
  ▪ IRAP: Latest News and Instructions
  ▪ INPS 10-12% Contributions: Latest News
  ▪ Mod. 760/bis/RW for Tax Year 1997
  ▪ Tax Sanctions: Relief for Employees and Collaborators

N° 32-bis - JUNE
  ▪ INPS 10-12% Contributions: Latest News
  ▪ IRAP: Latest Instructions from the Ministry

1996-1997

N° 17 - SEPTEMBER
  ▪ Legislative Updating and Deadline
  ▪ Tax Form 770/96: Deadline and Formalities
  ▪ 10% Contribution: Latest News

N° 18 - OCTOBER
  ▪ D. LGS. 626/94: Obligations and Deadline
  ▪ Compulsory Public Insurance Against Labour Accidents
  ▪ Abolition of the Bolla di Accompagnamento

N° 19 - NOVEMBER
  ▪ Social Contributions Pardon: New Deadline
  ▪ 10% Contribution: Exemption for US Citizens
  ▪ Public Grants to Cultural Institutions
  ▪ Computer Files: Obligations and Procedures

N° 20 - DECEMBER-JANUARY
  ▪ D. LGS. 626/94: Labour Safety
  ▪ US Employees in Italy: Tax Domicile

N° 21 - FEBRUARY
  ▪ Social Contributions Pardon: New Deadline
  ▪ Labour Safety: Delayed Sanctions
  ▪ Bank and Certified Checks
  ▪ The New Law on Computer Privacy (Part 1)

N° 22 - MARCH
  ▪ Rent Contracts: Tax Registration Obligations and Notice to the Local Authority
  ▪ The New Law on Computer Privacy (Part 2)

N° 23 - APRIL
  ▪ The New Law on Computer Privacy
  ▪ The New Form for the Tax Return of Non-Commercial Entities
  ▪ Form 760/bis/W for Tax Year 1996

N° 24 - MAY-JUNE
  ▪ The New Law on Computer Privacy
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1995-1996

N° 9 - SEPTEMBER
- Barile Law: Legislative Situation
- 10% Contribution: Legislative Situation
- Tax Form 770/95: Deadline and Formalities

N° 10 - OCTOBER
- Barile Law: Legislative Situation
- Model Contract for Teaching Staff
- 10% Contribution: Legislative Situation
- Social Contribution Pardon for Non-EEC Employees
- New Time Limits for Social Contribution Claims

N° 11 - NOVEMBER
- Barile Law: Legislative Situation
- 10% Contribution: Legislative Situation
- Law No. 154/89: First Judicial Decision on the Matter
- Computer Files: Obligations and Procedures

N° 12 - DECEMBER-JANUARY
- Barile Bill: Legislative Situation
- Social Contribution Pardon for Non-EEC Employees: Legislative Postponement
- D. LGS. 626/94 - Labour Safety; Deadlines Postponement
- 10% Contribution: Obligation and Procedures

N° 12-bis - JANUARY
- 10% Contribution: Formal Obligations for Collaborators
- 10% Contribution: Formal Obligations for Universities
- 10% Contribution: Payment of the Contributions
- 10% Contribution: Open Issues

N° 13 - FEBRUARY
- Barile Bill: Legislative Situation
- D. LGS. 626/94 - Labour Safety; Deadline Postponement
- 10% Contribution: Legislative Situation
- Transportation of Goods: Formal Obligations

N° 13-bis - FEBRUARY
- 10% Contribution: New Deadline

N° 14 - MARCH
- Registration at the Chamber of Commerce for Non-Profit Bodies That Perform Commercial Activities
- Form 760/W for Tax Year 1995

N° 14-bis - MARCH
- Labour Safety
- 10% Contributions
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N° 15 - APRIL-MAY
- Legislative Updating
- 10% Contribution: Obligations and Procedures

N° 16 - JUNE
- Legislative Updating and Deadlines
- INAIL: Compulsory Public Insurance
- 10% Contribution: Latest News

1994-1995

N° 1 - SEPTEMBER
- Barile Law: Parliamentary Situation
- The Service Contract with Teaching Staff: The New Rules of the Barile Law
- Model Service Contract for Teaching Staff

N° 2 - OCTOBER
- Barile Law: Legislative Situations
- 5% Contribution: Legislative Situations
- L. 489/94: Tax Incentives for New Recruitments
- Computer Files: Obligations and Procedure
- L.D. 538/94: Tax Conciliation and Settlement of Tax Disputes

N° 3 - NOVEMBER
- Barile Law: Parliamentary Situation
- Barile Law: The Case of Tutorials
- D.P.R. 389/94: New Rules on Foreign Schools and Cultural Institutions in Italy
- L. 489/94: Our Explanations

N° 4 - DECEMBER-JANUARY
- Barile Law: Parliamentary Situation
- L. 489/94: Further Explanations
- Compulsory Public Insurance Against Labour Accidents
- D. LGS 626/94: Labour Safety
- Reduced VAT on Audiovideo Materials and Musical Instruments
- INPS Pardon And Tax Settlement: New Deadlines

N° 5 - FEBRUARY
- Barile Law: Parliamentary Situation
- 15% Contribution: Legislative Situation
- Professionals and External Collaborators: Compulsory Fulfilment and Tax Documentation

N° 6 - MARCH
- Barile Law: Parliamentary Situation
- 15% Contribution: Legislative Situation
- “Dini” Tax Decree: News for Universities
- Board and Lodging for Students and Faculty
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N° 7 - APRIL

- Barile Law: Parliamentary Situation
- 15% Contribution: Legislative Situation
- Form 760/W for Tax Year 1994

N° 8 - JUNE

- 15% Contribution: Legislative Situation
- Service Contract for Teaching Staff: New Model Service Contract for Teaching Staff